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Descriptive Summary

Title: S. Rufus Youngblood papers
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 979
Extent: 1.5 linear feet (2 boxes) and 1 oversized paper (OP)
Abstract: Papers of African American educator Sandy Rufus Youngblood, including his teaching certificates, licenses, letters of recommendation from civil and college officials, family photographs, an obituary, and manuscripts of speeches.
Language: Materials entirely in English.
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Collection Description

Biographical Note
Sandy Rufus Youngblood (1862-1938), African American educator in South Carolina and Oklahoma.

Scope and Content Note
The collection contains the personal papers of Sandy Rufus Youngblood. The papers include his teaching certificates, licenses, letters of recommendation from civil and college officials, family photographs, an obituary, and manuscripts of speeches. There is also a ledger book kept by Youngblood for the Dickson estate in South Carolina and a small amount of material concerning his son Sandy Rufus Youngblood, Jr., who was a dentist.
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Unprocessed collection.